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 The Post Holdings, is the 117 year old US branded and private label ready 

to eat cereal company spun-out of RalCorp (subsequently acquired by 

ConAgra) in 2012. Since the spin-off, Post has expanded into a diversified 

consumer products company operating three business segments: (1) 

Consumer Brands (53% of PF EBIT): Post 117 year branded and private label 

ready to eat cereal brands such as Honey Bunches of Oats, Pebbles and 

others, and Active Nutrition sports nutrition and supplements (Dymatize, 

Powerbar, and Musahi); (2) Michael Foods (MFI) (38% of PF EBIT): Market 

leading producer and distributor of eggs, refrigerated products, and Cheese 

and other dairy products and Dakota Growers Pasta; and, (3) Private Label 

(9% of PF EBIT): Private label peanut butter, cereals and snacks. 

Approximately 85% of Post Legacy sales are generated in the United States 

and a large majority of MFI sales are generated in the US.  

  

 Post has grown dramatically in the last 2 years spending over $4bn in 

acquisitions (~$400mm of acquired EBITDA compared to Post Foods EBITDA 

of ~$220mm) creating significant confusion in the investment community. 

 

 Post presents public equity investors the opportunity to acquire a US 

focused consumer food publicly traded LBO and benefit from a debt to 

equity conversion; exposure to the high growth private label market; large 

recurring free cash flow to service interest payments; operational 

excellence hidden by spin-out and M&A non-recurring expenses; a multiple 

re-rating; and a historically proven executive and management teams. 

 

 The Post executive and management teams have long term records of 

success in the industry executing very similar business plans: highly 

acquisitive and indebted companies seeking and achieving growth only to 

be sold to other investors at a future point in time. RalCorp made 25 

acquisitions between 1997 and 2010 including Post and American 

International Pasta (largest private label US Pasta manufacturer) 

transforming itself into a diversified US private label high growth company. 

 

 Recent non-recurring negative pressure on the gross margin and SG&A costs 

including the closure of the Modesto plant facility, M&A inventory 

valuation, RalCorp separation costs, and Post M&A costs are included in 

Wall Street future forecasts driving long term margin significantly below 

real potential (6% vs 11% EBIT margin). 
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Market Information  

  
Share Price $ $37.00 
52 Week High $60.63 
52 Week Low $30.94 
3M Avg Vol. $mm $36.05 
  
Mkt Cap $bn $2.2 
Firm Value $bn $6.0 

 
 
 

Financials ($mm) 2012 2013 2014 

    
Revenue 959 1,034 2,411 
EBIT 139 108 (208) 
  % Margin 14.5% 10.4% (8.6%) 
  % Growth NM (22.5%) NM 
Net Income 50 10 (359) 
  % Margin 5.2% 0.9% (14.9%) 
  % Growth NM NM NM 
EPS 1.45 0.30 (9.03) 
  % Growth NM NM NM 
Div. Per Share 0.00 0.00 0.00 
    
Net Debt / (Cash) 887 969 3,503 
Net Debt / EBITDA 4.3x 4.8x NM 
    
ROE 3.7% 0.7% (19.0%) 
ROIC 2.3% 0.4% (7.9%) 
5 Yr Avg ROIC   NM 
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Post Overview 

 

Post Holdings (“Post” / NYSE:POST), is the 117 year old US branded and private label ready to eat cereal company 

spun-out of RalCorp (subsequently acquired by ConAgra) in 2012. Since the spin-off, Post has expanded into a 

diversified consumer products company operating three business segments: (1) Consumer Brands (53% of PF EBIT): 

Post 117 year branded and private label ready to eat cereal brands such as Honey Bunches of Oats, Pebbles and 

others, and Active Nutrition sports nutrition and supplements (Dymatize, Powerbar, and Musahi); (2) Michael Foods 

(MFI) (38% of PF EBIT): Market leading producer and distributor of eggs, refrigerated products, and Cheese and 

other dairy products and Dakota Growers Pasta; and, (3) Private Label (9% of PF EBIT): Private label peanut butter, 

cereals and snacks. Approximately 85% of Post Legacy sales are generated in the United States and a large majority 

of MFI sales are generated in the US. Post has grown dramatically in the last 2 years spending over $4bn in 

acquisitions (~$400mm of acquired EBITDA compared to Post Foods EBITDA of ~$220mm) creating significant 

confusion in the investment community. 

 

Investment Case 

 

Post presents public equity investors the opportunity to acquire a US focused consumer food publicly traded LBO 

and benefit from a debt to equity conversion; exposure to the high growth private label market; large recurring 

free cash flow to service interest payments; operational excellence hidden by spin-out and M&A non-recurring 

expenses; a multiple re-rating; and a historically proven executive and management teams. The downside is 

limited given the Post Foods and MFI business models are built on stable and recurring free cash flow and 

represent a majority of the operations. 

 

Post presents the opportunity to invest in the high growth private label sector. ConAgra acquired RalCorp in 2012 

highlighting: (1) the 1998-2011 Private Label food sector grew at 6% a year relative to the Branded food sector 

growing at 3% a year; (2) under-penetration of US private label foods (18%) as a % of packaged foods relative to the 

rest of the world (Switzerland, UK and Germany at 44%, 36% and 34% respectively). In addition, Post highlighted 

the estimated future growth of the targets’ sectors: (1) 13% growth for nut butters through 2017; (2) 7% growth in 

active nutrition sector through 2017; and (3) MFI historical EBITDA CAGR of 5.3% likely to continue given long term 

and continued dominant share in Eggs sector.  

  

In the recent quarters, at first glance the EBIT margin declined dramatically from 12% to 1% (Q3 2014). However, 

significant non-recurring expenses related to the spin-off from RalCorp and recent acquisition expenses of assets 

are key drivers to the current numbers. Adding back the non recurring expenses related to the closure of the 

Modesto Facility and the M&A Inventory valuation over the last three quarters would imply a gross margin of 32% 

compared to 29%. Adding back the M&A and separation costs over the last three quarters would reduce the SG&A 

as a % of revenue from 23% to 20%. In turn the implied last 9 months 2014 EBIT margin would be 11% as compared 

to reported 6%. Finally, one of the biggest drivers to the gross profit reduction in recent quarters is related to 

lower net selling prices of Post Cereals which however has in turn led to a reversal of fortunes in market shares as 

Post increased its market share in RTE cereals from 10.4% to 11.4% between Q4 2013 and Q3 2014.  
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While the acquired businesses have lower margins, MFI which is the largest acquisition and will represent 40% of 

total EBIT has had an average EBIT margin of 7.5% for the last 14 years with a 13 year CAGR of 5% compared to the 

Post average EBIT margin of 20% and standalone EBIT CAGR of (1.5%) (’05 – ’11 timeframe excluding separation and 

M&A expenses). The product shift will drive down the long term Post gross profit margins from the historical range 

of 44% in the near term. However, over the longer term, the similarity of the COGS (freight, packaging, wheat, 

and eggs) of the newly combined business should drive substantial cost savings.  

 

Freight and packaging costs represent a significant portion of all of the Post businesses and we estimate scale 

should drive synergies in these specific areas. MFI’s headquarters are 8 miles away from the newly refurbished 

Dakota production plant in New Hope.  Dakota and MFI also sell to a similar customer base of US foodservice 

companies and companies seeking ingredients (US Foodservice is a top two customer for each business). In 

addition, it’s likely that Dakota wheat production and wheat exposure will be a net benefit to the wheat costs that 

Post Cereals incur while MFI Egg production should benefit the raw material costs at Dakota.  Finally, SG&A costs 

should improve once integration is complete and overlapping administrative functions are eliminated.  

 

Post has transformed itself from a no growth steady and high margin pure play business into a diversified high 

growth business with stable free cash flows which is similar to the RalCorp evolution from the mid 1990s to 2012. 

 

The Post executive and management teams have long term records of success in the industry executing very 

similar business plans: highly acquisitive and indebted companies seeking and achieving growth only to be sold to 

other investors at a future point in time. RalCorp made 25 acquisitions between 1997 and 2010 including Post and 

American International Pasta (largest private label US Pasta manufacturer) transforming itself into a diversified US 

private label high growth company. Similar to RalCorp’s acquisition spree, Post immediately subsequently to being 

spun-out embarked on an acquisition spree including MFI, market leader in Eggs (consistent growth and high free 

cash flow) and several Private Label companies in the Pasta, Peanut Butter and Snacks sector.  The Post businesses 

require very limited maintenance capex or growth oriented capex and which likely means that excess free cash 

flow will be used to pay down debt, or more likely continue to acquire growing businesses in the food sector and 

most likely in the private label. 

  

Growth Prospects 

 

Post has taken advantage of the large recurring low to no growth free cash flow of the Cereals business to lever up 

and acquire higher growth companies in high growth sectors. The acquisition of MFI in 2014 is the largest and most 

important. MFI is the US market leader in the distribution of Egg products which represents over 75% of the MFI  

EBIT. MFI has a seven year historical top line growth rate of 7% and an EBIT growth rate over the similar time 

frame of 8%. MFI’s recurring and growing operations attracted 3 separate LBOs in the last 14 years starting with 

Vestar’s acquisition of MFI in 2001, followed by TH Lee’s acquisition in 2003 and finally Goldman Sachs’ acquisition 

in 2010. Throughout the period, the MFI management team has remained similar.  

 

The second largest acquisition, Dakota Growers Pasta Company, is the 2nd leading US player in the Private Label 

pasta market behind American Italian Pasta Company (AIPC). RalCorp (Mr Bill Stiritz) acquired AIPC in mid 2010 

with the same Private Label Pasta growth thesis. APIC is significantly larger than Dakota, however Dakota has a 

long term track record with key long term customers such as US Foodservice, Kraft, and Campbell’s amongst 

others. Between 2002 and 2009, Dakota’s 10 largest customers represented between 58% (2003) and 44% (2009) of 

total sales and the largest customer as a % of sales declined from 17% to 7%. Dakota sales are separated into three 

segments: Retail (supermarkets / retail customers); Foodservice (restaurants and food vendors); and Ingredients 

(ingredients to large food processors such as Kraft, Campbell’s, ConAgra, etc…). Between 2002 and 2009, top line  
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growth was 10% (organic, acquisition of Dreamfield’s, acquisition of rights to New World Pasta brands) driven 

primarily by the growth in the Ingredients sector of 28% and the Foodservice sector of 11%. 

 

The continued growth in the non-professional athletic events sector (marathons, triathlons, adventure races) as 

well as the focus on “healthy living” should drive growth in the Active Nutrition part of Post. Powerbar is a long 

term market participant with high brand recognition which has languished in the larger Nestle (Powerbar does not 

seem to offer a Vegan active nutrition substance which numerous competitors execute successfully). Over the last 

decade, scores of new competitors and products have eroded Powerbar’s historical advantage. Under Post’s 

stewardship and focus, Powerbar and the other ACN products should drive growth. Post’s Executive Chairman 

(former Chairman and CEO) Mr Stiritz interest in the active nutrition sector expands beyond Post as he personally 

acquired a significant stake (>7%) in Herbalife (HFL) as US healthy living nutrition company under negative pressure 

from activist Bill Ackman. Given Mr Stiritz’s personal stake in HLF, it’s highly unlikely Post would even attempt an 

acquisition of HLF which is a net benefit. 

 

What Is The Street Saying And Why Is It Wrong 

 

Recent non-recurring negative pressure on the gross margin and SG&A costs including the closure of the Modesto 

plant facility, M&A inventory valuation, RalCorp separation costs, and Post M&A costs are included in future 

forecasts driving long term margin significantly below real potential (6% vs 11% EBIT margin). 

 

Recent negative (Q3 14) MFI inventory allowance is potentially being carried forward into future years. While MFI 

has been privately owned for the last 13 years, it had publicly traded debt securities and as such public credit 

filings. The street estimates MFI top line growth rate of 2.5% to 3.0% with an EBIT CAGR of approximately 3.5%. A 

review of the MFI credit documents shows a 13 year Revenue and EBIT CAGR of 4.6% and 5.0%. Moreover, the 

growth in both has been stronger over the last 7 years. MFI has consistently been the market leader in the 

processed egg sector where it derives a majority of its earnings as well as a market leader in Potato Products and 

Refrigerated Distribution. The street estimates MFI (pure MFI excluding Dakota) EBIT of approximately $130mm in 

FY 2017 which would represent a decline to 2012 FY. We estimate a 5.9% CAGR during the similar time frame 

which leads to an EBIT of nearly $180mm or nearly a 40% gain (over $8 per share difference) 

 

Negative events in recent acquisitions: (1) Active Nutrition supply disruptions; (2) Private label competition; (3) 

poor performance of Post Cereals in Q3 2014 driving reduction in FY 2014 EBITDA guidance from $315mm to 

$260mm between Q1 and Q3 2014; and (4) inadequate guidance to the street in recent quarters.  

 

While the supply disruptions may last several months, they are not long term in nature. Private label competition 

exists, but history highlights the secular nature of the growth in the sector around the globe as well as its under-

penetration in the US. Moreover, the cost benefits associated with scale in the freight and packaging area and the 

increasing exposure to the Ingredient and Food Service market should drive improving margins. The decline in the 

Cereal market is a real risk; however, the sector requires limited long term capital investment and the large free 

cash flows can help sustain low interest payments and not remove capital from higher growth businesses. 
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Estimate Of Intrinsic Value 

 

Post currently has 6.4x net debt / EBITDA, 66% / 34% Net Debt / Equity and trades at 10.2x EBITDA. The stable 

Post and MFI free cash flows should based on our operating model (all free cash flow used to pay down debt) de-

lever Post by 0.5x turns per year which represents ~$5.00 per share (per year). 

 

Post currently trades at approximately 10.2x EBITDA multiple which we estimate is closer to 8.7x on a normalized 

basis compared to the 10.2x blended multiple Post paid for its $4bn of acquisitions. The multiple re-rating from 

8.7x to 10.2x should drive $16 per share of value. 

 

The average historical transaction multiple over the last decade in the sector is 11.2x which would create $28 

value per share. 

 

A divisional DCF analysis SOP yields a base case valuation range of $34.82 to $47.52 and normal case valuation 

range of $50.04 to $67.65. The base case assumes a consolidated 2014 – ’17 EBIT CAGR of 3.7% driven by the MFI 

diviison including Dakota (but assumes standalone MFI EBIT only returns to 2013 level i.e. MFI standalone EBIT 

returns to 2013 level in 2017)  highlighting the conservative nature of estimates. In addition, while Post have 

guided toward $80mm to $100mm of capex per year including MFI, we assume $150mm to $180mm of Capex. The 

normal case assumes consolidated 2014 – ’17 EBIT CAGR of 8.4% driven by the MFI division which grows at 10.8% 

normalizing historically to the 2012 and 2013 period. The consolidated EBIT margins stays close to 10% of sales. 

Similar to the base case, we assume $150mm to $180mm of Capex compared to the Post guidance of $80mm to 

$100mm. 

 

LBO analysis across the various cases yields yearly returns from 6% to 17% through 2021 assuming current multiple 

equals exit multiple.  

  

What Could Go Wrong 

 

There are several potential risks with Post. The biggest risks include: (1) High Leverage and risk of default; and (2) 

impairment costs related to acquisitions. Post has a Net Debt to EBITDA ratio of 6.4x and a Gross Debt to EBITDA 

ratio of 7.0x. In order to acquire MFI, Post and its creditors amended several of the maximum Net Debt / EBITDA 

covenants. Should there be a fierce downturn in Post operations, Post could breach its covenants. Should Post 

breach its covenants, it’s more likely the creditors would amend the covenants and possibly the interest payments 

then try to take over the business, but there is risk. In addition, as a result of significant acquisitions Post’s Assets 

are dominated by Goodwill and Intangibles (73% as of Q3 2014). Post acquired MFI for 10.3x LTM EBITDA in 2014 

compared to the two previous MFI acquisition multiples of 7.5x and 7.4x. Since the acquisition, Post announced a 

reduction in MFI FY 2014 EBITDA estimate which could lead to an impairment of the Goodwill & Intangibles related 

to the asset. Additional risks include (1) increased pricing pressure continuing to drive down the gross profit 

margin at Post Cereals and a further loss of market share; and (2) increased costs of raw materials. 
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Appendix Materials 

 

William Stiritz: 

 

Mr Stiritz became CEO of Ralston Purina in 1981 and quickly established a unique capital deployment policy. His 

first moves as CEO of Ralston were to dispose of unrelated businesses that were not market leaders (St Louis Blues 

Hockey Team, Mushroom Farm, Animal Feed and he subsequently acquired consumer product divisions including 

Eveready Battery (maker of Energizer in 1986), Beech-Nut (2nd player in baby food market acquired in 1989). 

In 1994, Stiritz spun-out the improved baby food division as RalCorp assuming the Chairman role at RalCorp while 

maintaining the CEO and Chairman roles at Ralston.  

In 2000, Stiritz spun-out Energizer and served as its Chairman and Chairman Emeritus until 2008. During his tenure, 

Energizer made several large acquisitions to help drive growth including the acquisitions of Schick-Wilkinson Razors 

in 2003 ($930mm) and PlayTex in 2007 ($1.9bn). Mr Stiritz retired from the board of Energizer in 2008. 

In 2001, Stiritz completed the multi-billion dollar sale of Ralston Purina to Nestle.  

As Chairman of RalCorp, Mr Stiritz executed over $4bn of acquisitions transactions including the acquisition of Post 

Cereals from Kraft in 2008 and the acquisition of American International Pasta in 2010 (for $1.2bn) as well as 

private label Peanut Butter Companies. 

In February 2011, ConAgra approached Mr Stiritz at RalCorp regarding a potential acquisition of RalCorp by 

ConAgra for $82 a share (previous stock close was $65 per share) in a combination of cash and stock. In May, 

ConAgra returned with an $86 per share offer in cash which Mr Stiritz rejected. Subsequently, ConAgra offered $96 

a share. As a result, in early 2012, RalCorp spun out Post and ultimately accepted an offer from ConAgra in 2012 at 

$90 per share in cash. A shareholder who held RalCorp shares in 2011 pre-spin off of Post would have obtained 

$108 per share by holding Post shares and selling RalCorp shares in the ConAgra transaction. 

Upon Spinning out Post, Mr Stiritz assumed the role of CEO and Chairman of Post and led an acquisition spree of 

$4bn which led Post into the eggs, refrigerated products, Cheese & Dairy products, active nutrition products and 

private label products. Mr Stiritz has recreated RalCorp within 2 years of spinning Post out of RalCorp. 

The preliminary proxy provides three separate PCP management forecasts from 2016 through 2020.  
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Source Documentation: All Publicly Available Online 

 

1) Post Website 

2) Post SEC Filings 

3) Post Investor Presentations 

4) General Internet 

 

Disclosures and Notices 

 

Soulor Research research and reports express our opinions, which we have based upon generally available 

information, field research, inferences and deductions through our due diligence and analytical process. To the 

best of our ability and belief, all information contained herein is accurate and reliable, and has been obtained 

from public sources we believe to be accurate and reliable, and who are not insiders or connected persons of the 

stock covered herein or who may otherwise owe any fiduciary duty or duty of confidentiality to the issuer. 

However, such information is presented “as is,” without warranty of any kind, whether express or implied. Soulor 

Research makes no representation, express or implied, as to the accuracy, timeliness, or completeness of any such 

information or with regard to the results to be obtained from its use. Further, any report on this site contains a 

very large measure of analysis and opinion. All expressions of opinion are subject to change without notice, and 

Soulor Research does not undertake to update or supplement any reports or any of the information, analysis and 

opinion contained in them. 

 

Investing is a risky activity and can lead to substantial losses. This research report does not provide individually 

tailored investment advice. It has been prepared without regard to the individual financial circumstances and 

objectives of persons who receive it. The securities discussed in this report may not be suitable for all investors 

 

This research report is not an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any security. Soulor Research is not 

registered as an investment advisor in any jurisdiction. 

 

You agree that the information in this research is copyrighted, and you therefore agree not to distribute this 

information (whether the downloaded file, copies / images / reproductions, or the link to these files) in any 

manner. 

 


